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Comprehensive diagnostics from an integrated system
microDERM® Skinmap is a modular system which together with the microDERM® imaging 
system features a professional network for comprehensive skin examination from the entire 
skin surface. During a skin examination, the different modules cooperate in an integrated 
software application. Doing so ensures an efficient workflow and a high quality standard 
during diagnostics.

standardised reliable



The microDERM® Skinmap PLUS-System allows you to create a standardised total body map-
ping in a minimal period of time and with the highest degree of detail. The software quickly 
and intuitively leads the user through the scanning process and automatically captures 
images of predefined skin areas from head to toe. During the imaging process, the user is 
supported in the detection of newly developed nevi. Furthermore, a detailed overview of the 
patient‘s individual body parts is ensured during aesthetic documentations.

Fully automated total body mapping 

Standardised and reproducible
The microDERM® Skinmap PLUS-System enables stan-
dardised overview images of the entire skin surface. 
During the documentation process, the patient is pho-
tographed from all sides and the overview images are 
made available for screening and follow-up in order to 
allow a straightforward nevus examination.
Predefined localisations thereby enable a quick and 
reliable creation of the patient‘s overall picture. Thanks 
to the camera‘s live view function, you always maintain 
the exact positioning of the patient.

Clinical documentation in superb quality
Examinations with epiluminescence dermoscopy using 
the microDERM® systems allow nevi to be marked and 
analysed directly on the overview images.
During the follow-up, both macroscopic and microscopic 
images can be compared and analysed. The software is 
able to edit the image data and may assist in forming a 
diagnosis.

Flexible and modular in structure
The microDERM® Skinmap PLUS-System comes in a mo-
dular design: As a space-saving model with a wall moun-
ted frame or integrated on a roll cart, it can be adjusted 
to your specific needs and available space.
The system of course allows a combination with our 
microDERM® imaging systems for epiluminescence 
dermoscopy. Thus, you will guarantee your patients a 
complete and comprehensive examination of the entire 
skin.

Time-saving and automated
The total body mapping procedure is controlled by the 
user-friendly software and may thus be delegated to 
physician extenders. The user is guided through the 
scanning process step by step and thus screens the 
patient systematically in a few moments.
All relevant camera settings are fully automated so that 
high and reproducible image quality is always guaranteed. 

  Overview of advantages

Brilliant and standardised image quality• 
High accuracy of details and reproducibility• 
Clinical, microscopic documentation• 
Versatile image management and export functions• 
Reliable and efficient workflow• 
Combinable with all microDERM• ® imaging systems

  Support in everyday practice

Automated total body mapping• 
Time-saving, workflow delegation• 
Easy and intuitive operation• 
Flexible and modular in structure• 
Extremely fast image transmission via USB• 
Comprehensive, comfortable image management• 
Interfaces to practice management and network• 
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